Short Bio: Robert James Fox

Robert James Fox is the voice of actual experience. Proceeding as an anti-attorney he has won cases both State and Federal, both civil and criminal, for himself and for others; he has also won cases published in two countries, most notably U.S. v. Fox, 766 F. Supp. 569 as was cited at 18 USCA § 1546(a) prior to Congress changing the law; as well as winning a unanimous decision in a Habeas Corpus case at the Texas Supreme Court; and has also won contempt cases, and even gotten men out of the state mental hospital. There were attempts both State and Federal by the Systemites to find Robert James Fox mentally incompetent, and the attempts failed. In one case, where a man was accused of threatening to murder a federal judge, Robert filed one Amicus Curiae Affidavit and the time period from arrest to case dismissed was just 14 days, as the entire case immediately collapsed. Robert has coached people regarding Allocution, which is a part of the sentencing process, so that innocent men have walked out the front door of the courthouse, both state and federal, right at their sentencing!! Robert has also written numerous successful Habeas Corpus documents to set innocent prisoners free, as per his Matthew 25 Mission.

Robert Fox has been accumulating knowledge from the legendary teachers and researchers for more than twenty years, notables such as John B. Nelson, Carl Miller, Charlie Miller, George Gordon, Randy Kelton, Richard Standring, Richard Cornforth, and Michael Brown. Robert has recorded a vast number of law seminars, studied with many of the great masters, and was actually tutored by John B. Nelson. As a non-attorney Robert has sat at the defense table assisting others in Federal Court in five States. Robert has even been arrested over thirty times, and suffered numerous police beatings, due to his serious interest in the correct execution of the law. In 2008 Robert experienced THREE VICIOUS SWAT TYPE ATTACKS in less than a month, along with years of DEFAMATION OF CHARACTER in a vicious international media vilification program, at one point potentially facing life in prison due to the religious and political persecution he suffers as an activist in the relentless quest for truth and justice for all!!
U.S. v. FOX, 766 F.Supp. 569 – TORTURE

Absent grounds, absent testimony, and by assuming facts not in evidence, pettifogger shyster groveling for filthy lucre, federal magistrate John Tolle totally DENIED BOND to get the extortion process started against me, Robert James Fox.

Barefoot Sanders, and other members of the TERRORIST organization known as the BAR, who while deceitfully and covinously agreeing to conceal their true character and principal have directly or indirectly subsidized, directed, controlled, or financed the CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY AND DENIAL OF DUE PROCESS WHICH VOIDS ANY AND ALL JURISDICTION, as evidenced by a pattern of numerous denials of due process as evidenced in the case of U.S. v. Fox, 766 F.Supp. 569 wherein no judge responded to my screams for help as I was hung upside down by my ankles with U.S. Marshals working me over, utilizing pressure points to inflict the most extreme pain and yanking on my hair, proclaiming that I would be a bald man due to the fact I refused to agree to be guilty; indeed I was brutalized seven times, paramedics were called twice, plus I was dragged around six facilities in three different states, and Barefoot Sanders repeatedly DENIED my lawful defenses to allow for 238 days of TORTURE before acknowledging the “tenderness of the law for the rights of individuals” as I was found innocent and released on June 3, 1991, with the published opinion stating that the charge was “inconceivable”!!! So much for federal magistrate John Tolle’s incompetent determination at the initial appearance!!!

Years later, absent Fourth Amendment Warrant, I was attacked by force of arms in a U.S. Post Office on April 6, 2004 to be TORTURED on behalf of the Unauthorized Practice of Law Committee, the BAR TERRORISTS led by the Supreme Court of Texas, evil miscreants and TREASONOUS QUISLINGS* ACTING AS BAR TERRORISTS IN THE ONGOING CONSPIRACY TO OVERTHROW THE CONSTITUTION FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, WHEREBY I SUFFERED ANOTHER TERRORISTIC THREAT IN THE NATURE OF MIDDLE TEMPLE OF THE CROWN EXTORTION.

*quisling \\
n: a traitor who collaborates with the invaders of his country, especially by serving in a puppet government.  
- Webster’s New Collegiate, Seventh Edition (1961)